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　　Abstract　　Tex t categorization plays an important role in data mining.Feature select ion is the most importan t p rocess of text cate-

gorization.Focused on feature select ion , w e present an improved text frequency method for f iltering of low f requency features to deal w ith

the data prep rocessing , propose an im proved mutual information algorithm for featu re select ion, and develop an improved t f.idf method for

characterist ic weigh ts evaluation.The proposed method is applied to the benchmark test set Reuters-21578 Top10 to examine i ts ef fective-

ness.Numerical results show that the precision , the recall and the value of F1 of the p roposed method are all superior to those of exist ing

convent ional methods.

　　Keywords:　text categorization , mutual information , feature selection , characteristic weights , classi fier.

　　With the rapid development of computer science

and communication technology , people can acquire

more and more digi talized information , and conse-
quently , more and more time is needed for managing

this information.In this contex t , the development of

automatic methods for text catego rization is becoming

a critical issue.Tex t categorization is the process of

automatically determining text catego ries according to

text content w ithin a given taxonomy sy stem[ 1—4] .It
is an important research field of tex t mining , which is

integrated by artificial intelligence and information re-
trieval technologies.In the 1990s , the application of

statistical methods to this problem has att racted broad

at tention.In fact , they improved both the accuracy

and the stability of the results compared with previous

methods.There are five majo r steps in the stat istical

methods , namely:(1)reduce the feature' s dimen-
sion and evaluate the characteristic w eights;(2)t rain
the tex t classifier with the t raining data;(3)codify

the samples to be classified according to the selected

features;(4)input the data to the t rained classifier;
(5)get the categorization of the input samples.The
critical step fo r the overall perfo rmance and quality of

the results is the first one.

The character dimension of the original vecto r

space is normally huge , which of ten leads to data

sparsity of the text representation.Moreover , the
highly dimensional feature set tends to include lo ts of

noises.Therefo re , performing the character dimen-
sion reduction w ill g reatly impact bo th the training

t ime and the accuracy.Feature selection is the main

method fo r the character dimension reduction , where

a subset of the original feature set is selected using

least features to present most characters of the origi-
nal set[ 5—8] .The feature selection problem can be ad-
dressed in the following tw o main procedures:(1)
given a fixed m  n (w ith n the o riginal feature vec-
to r space dimension), find m features that give the

smallest expected generalization erro r;or(2)given a

maximum allow able generalization error γ, find the

smallest m .Feature select ion algo rithms are of ten

composed of three components , namely search alg o-
rithm , evaluation function and performance function.
In this contex t , the evaluation function play s an im-
portant role.It inputs a feature subset and outputs a

numerical evaluation.The search algorithm' s goal is

to maximize this function.Many different evaluat ion

functions have been proposed , such as term frequency

(TF), document f requency (DF), term entropy

(TE), mutual information (M I), information gain

(IG), chi-square (CHI), term strength (TS), ex-
pected cross ent ropy (ECE), weight of evidence for



text (WET), and odds ratio (OR).Many re-
searchers have applied and compared different evalua-
tion functions.Their results show that the MI

method has some advantages compared wi th others.
However , in M I method , the feature' s f requency is

not considered , and those features possessing negative

correlation to clustering are deleted , and so some spe-
cial keywo rds possessing important roles might be re-
moved.Focused on these shortcomings of the MI

method , in this paper , we propose a number of im-
provements w hich eventually lead to a reduced num-
ber of selected features and therefore to more distin-
guishable classes.

In vector space model (VSM), the contex t in

each document is mapped into a point of a multi-di-
mensional vector space.Every context could be repre-
sented by a vector of the space d i =(t i1 , w i 1;ti 2 ,
w i 2 , …;t ik , w ik , …;tim , w im), where tik is the i th

w ord and w ik is the w eight of the co rresponding t ik ,
used to indicate the impo rtance of t ik.In this way ,
the problems of context information representation

and matching are transferred into those of vecto r

space operat ions.For the crucial weight functions ,
w ik , for the contex t clustering , many researchers

have studied ways to evaluate them:Rocchio pro-
posed a batch computational method based on positive

and negative cases
[ 9]
;Widrow developed the real-

time linear computing method[ 10] ;Soucy proposed a

method of comput ing the confidence interval of fea-
ture wo rds to estimate their weight[ 11] ;Franca devel-
oped a method of estimating weight of supervised

terms[ 12] ;while the most classic and the widely used

method is tf.idf(term frequency& inverse document

frequency)
[ 13]
.There are two main factors that

should be considered in the t f.idf method:(1)term

frequency (t f), namely the number of a feature in the

contex t;(2) inverse document f requency (idf),
which is a quanti tative representation of the feature' s
distribution in the tex t set.However , the tf.idf
method does not distinguish between the occurrences

of the terms in dif ferent positions.

In this paper , an improved tex t f requency

method for filtering of low frequency features is pro-
posed to deal wi th data preprocessing , and then an

improved mutual information algorithm is developed

to perform feature selection.Also an improved t f.idf
method is developed fo r characteristic weights evalua-
tion.To examine the effectiveness of the proposed

method , i t is applied to the benchmark test set

Reuters-21578 Top10.Fo r comparison , the SVM ,
kNN and Rocchio methods are used as contex t classi-
fiers.Numerical results show that the precision , the
recall and the value of F1 of the proposed method are

all superior to those of existing methods.

1　Improved text frequency method for filter-
ing of low frequency features

In general , only a small part of low frequency

features are useful fo r text clustering , whereas most

low frequency features are noise data.Some feature

selection methods , including the M I algorithm , are
too dependent on the low frequency features.This
means that many low frequency features of noise are

selected into the feature set , to reduce the clustering

ef fectiveness.Therefore , before feature selection , a
preprocessing of low frequency features should be per-
formed to filter the low frequency noise.To this end ,
tex t f requency is the simplest approach.The method

is based on the following basic hypothesis:those text

features w ith low er f requency than a g iven threshold

do not contain or contain relatively lit tle clustering in-
formation.Removing these kinds of features f rom the

original feature space can not only reduce dimensions

of low feature space , but also increase the accuracy of

categorization.The disadvantage of this method is

that some low frequency features might not be rare in

a certain text type , and contain impo rtant clustering

info rmation.Based on the tex t f requency concept , an
improved method for filtering of low frequency fea-
tures is proposed to overcome the above defect:

Step 1:Count freq
t
idk(the frequency of feature

t i in tex t dk , not equal to zero).

Step 2:Calculate R t
i
(R t

i
=min

k
(freq

t
i dk)/

max
k
(f req

t
idk)).

Step 3:Def ine cri(t i)=(1+p(t i)R t
i
)DF t

i
as

the f il tering criterion , that is to say , those features

w ith low er cri(t i)than a given threshold should be

deleted.Here , p(ti)is the f requency of t i in the

t raining tex t set , and DF t
i
is the text f requency ti.

2 　Improved mutual information algorithm

for feature selection

2.1　Mutual information algo rithm

Mutual info rmation (MI)is an impo rtant con-
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cept in statist ics and information theo ry.It represents
the co rrelation between tw o statist ics variables.The
stronger the correlation , the greater the M I is , and
vice versa.MI method in the text categorization

means to study the correlation between the features

and the types.The greater the M I of a feature and a

text type is , the more relevant the feature is fo r that

document.During feature selection , the features with

g reater MI should be selected.The outline of M I al-
go rithm is:compute the M Is between a feature and

all the types;select the big gest one as the M I of this

feature;set a threshold during the feature selection

and save all the features w hose MI values are higher

than the threshold.The M I of feature tk and tex t

type ci could be computed by

M I(t k , ci)=log
p(t k , ci)

p(tk)p(ci)
(1)

where p(tk , ci)is the quotient of the number of t k in

ci divided by the number of tk in the w hole t raining

set:p(t k)the quo tient of the number of t k in the

training set divided by the number of tex ts in the

w hole training set and p(ci)the quotient of the num-
ber of tex ts belonging to type ci divided by the num-
ber of tex ts in the w hole training set.

When feature t k relies on only one text type ci ,
the M I value MI(tk , ci)is very large;when tk and ci
are independent , M I(tk , ci)is zero , while w hen tk
rarely emerges in ci , M I(t k , ci)is negat ive , that is
to say , they are negatively correlated.The features

w ith lower frequency have g reater inf luence on MI

values.Therefore , the low frequency features of ten

have relatively big mutual information.Since MI fa-
vors features w ith low frequency , it can easily lead to

over-fit ting problem[ 14] .

The mutual info rmation (M I)of feature t k in

the w hole t raining set could be defined as:

M I(t k)=∑
m

i=1
M I(tk , ci)

=∑
m

i=1
p(ci)log

p(t k , ci)
p(tk)p(ci)

(2)

Generally , in the feature selection process , the fea-
tures wi th larger MI(tk)values should be selected.

2.2　Improved mutual information algori thm

Examining Eq.(1), several disadvantages could

be found:

(i)The frequency of feature t k in the text type

ci is no t considered in Eq.(1):this might lead to the

fact that dif ferent f requency features will have the

same M I value.Fo r example , assume that there are

two features A and B , if the probability of feature A

in all the texts is 0.8 , and in tex t type ci is 0.2 , and
those of B are 0.2 and 0.05 , respectively , then A

and B have the same MI values acco rding to Eq.(1).
But obviously , compared w ith B , A is more relevant

to ci.Therefo re , we propose to revise Eq.(1)as:

M I(tk , ci)=p(tk |ci)log
p(tk , ci)

p(t k)p(ci)
(3)

where p(t k ci)is the quot ient of the number of tk in

ci divided by all the text numbers in ci.By introduc-

ing the term p(tk ci), the impo rtance of A and B

could be distinguished.Then those features w ith even

dist ribution among dif ferent types are filtered , while
those features w ith higher f requency in one or several

tex t types but lower f requency in other types are i-
dentified and maintained.

(ii)According to Eq.(1), the more the feature

t k relies on only one text type ci , the larger M I(tk ,

ci)is , while if tk rarely emerges in ci , M I(tk , ci)is

negative , namely , they are negatively co rrelated.In
the case that t k and ci are negatively co rrelated , tk
seldom emerges in ci , but is favor to emerge in the

other types.In M I algorithm , only N features w ith

the largest M I values are preserved , while those w ith

negative M I values features are eliminated.The posi-
tive correlated features of one tex t type could repre-
sent this text type , while those negative correlated

ones of one text type could represent the dif ferences

betw een other types and this type.In this sense ,
those features with large negative M I values are of the

same importance for the tex t clustering than features

w ith large positive M I values.Therefore , to save

those features w ith large negat ive M I values , Eq.(3)
could be further improved as:

M I(t k , ci)=p(t k|ci)log
p(t k , ci)

p(tk)p(ci)
(4)

　　(iii)A great number of research results show

that good feature selection should rely on many pa-
rameters , such as f requency , dispersion , and concen-
t ration.Frequency is the most commonly used pa-
rameter of feature selection.It is assumed that the

more frequently a feature emerges in a tex t type , the
more likely it can represent this tex t type.Therefore ,
the mo re f requent features in a text type are selected

as the type features representing this type of texts.
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Besides , people usually consider those effective fea-
tures more likely to be emerged in one or several tex t

types , but not in all types evenly.This point could be

characterized by the concept of “ concentration ” .
Moreover , among the type features of a certain tex t

type , those evenly emerged in the whole type are

more ef fective than those emerge densely in one o r

several types of texts.The concept of “ dispersion”
might characterize this point.Obviously , an effective

feature is mo re likely to have the higher f requency ,
the bigger dispersion , and the g reater concentration ,
while in Eq.(1), only the f requency parameter is

considered.This limitation assumes that the scales of

the content of all text types are approximately equal.
However , this is no t alw ays the case.Hence , i t can
easily lead to the problem of “over-fi tting” of a single

feature.Therefore , Eq.(4)might be revised by

M I(t k , ci)

　= p(t k|ci)log
p(t k , ci)

p(t k)p(ci)
exp(Rk/ R)　(5)

where Rk is the number of feature t k in text type ci
and R the number of t k in the w hole t raining set.

Moreover , we can see f rom Eq.(2), that those
features present in more classes w ill have larger

M I(tk)values , while those present in less classes w ill

have smaller M I(tk)values.Therefore , some fea-
tures in specif ic classes are easy to be igno red.To
overcome this shortcoming , those features w ith the

k th largest MI(t , ci)values should be selected into

the feature set T(t), that is ,

T(t)=∪
m

i =1
{t|M I(t , ci)

∈ the largest k th M I(t , ci)} (6)

where M I(t , ci)is defined by Eq.(5).

The t ime and space complexity of the improved

method is the same as the o riginal one.This feature

select ion st rategy could consider both features belong-
ing to multiple types and those belonging to only one

o r several types.

To sum up , the feature selection process should

be perfo rmed in three steps:

①General preprocessing of training data:f ilter-
ing the inactive words , merging synonyms , and pro-
cessing conjugate , in order to determine the starting

feature set T 1.

②The preprocessing of low frequency features:

using the method described in Section 1 to filter the

low frequency features with litt le usages , in order to

define feature set T 2.

③According to Eqs.(5)and(6), select ing an

appropriate number features f rom T 2 , to arrive at the

final feature set T 3.

3　Improved computing method for the fea-
tures' weights

3.1　tf.idf method

There are tw o parts in the tf.idf method , name-
ly , tf(term frequency), the number of the feature in

the w hole text set , and idf (inverse document f re-
quency), a quantitative representation of the feature' s
dist ribution in the tex t set , commonly computed by

log 2(N/ nk+0.01)(where N is the number of texts

in the text set , nk is the number of the feature).The

weight betw een feature t k and text d i could be ob-
tained by

w ik = t f ik ×log2(N/ nk +0.01)

k =1 , 2 , … ,P (7)
where t f ik is the number of tk in d i , and P the num-

ber of features.For computational convenience , nor-
malization is of ten performed , therefore , Eq.(7)
could be rew ritten as:

w ik =
t f ik ×log2(N/ nk +0.01)

∑
P

k=1
t f ik ×log2(N/ nk +0.01)

k =1 , 2 , … ,P (8)

3.2　Improved tf.idf method

Eq.(8)is proposed based on such a considera-
tion:the most ef fective feature w ords for text cluster-
ing should be those that emerge f requent ly in some

certain tex t sets while emerge seldom in o ther text

sets.However , according to Eq.(8), the computa-
tion of t f ik does not distinguish the differences of the

feature wo rds f rom different positions in the tex t con-
tents.Our improved method divides text contents in-
to several regions , such as header region , abstract re-
gion , and body region.In st ructured documents

(such as news , articles , scientific documents , and re-
ports), the features in the header region can represent

more exactly tex t content than those in the abst ract

region.Similarly , the features in the abstract region

are more effective than those in the body region.
Moreover , there is also a difference of the ef fective-
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ness betw een dif ferent features in the same region of

the text content.For the above reasons , the compu-
tation of t f ik is modified by

t f ik =∑
3

j =1
αj ×t f

j
ik ×log2(M/m j) (9)

where j=1 , 2 , 3 correspond to the feature tk in the

header region , abst ract reg ion , and body region , re-
spectively ;αj are the coefficients , and α1>α2>α3≥
1;M is the number of tk in the text , m j is the num-
ber of t k in the j th region of the tex t content.

Moreover , though Eq.(8) considers the fea-
tures' dist ribution in the text set , i t does not consider
the shape of the dist ribution.So the info rmation of

w ords is introduced in the method.It is determined

by the gain relation betw een the information entropy

of tex t set and the conditional entropy of features in

the text.Then the gain relat ion is added into the

w eight computational equation.Eq.(8)is revised by

w ik =
t f ik ×log2(N/ nk +0.01)×IG k

∑
m

k=1
(t f ik)

2
×[ log2(N/ nk +0.01)×IG k]

2

(10)
Here , IG k is the info rmation gain of tk , which might

be obtained by

IG k =H(D)-H(D |t k) (11)

H(D)is the info rmation entropy of text set D ,
which can be obtained by

H(D)=-∑
d
i
∈D
(p(d i)×log 2p(d i)) (12)

H(D t k)is the conditional ent ropy of feature t k ,
which can be obtained by

H(D |t k)=-∑
d
i
∈D
(p(d i|t k)×log2p(d i +tk))

(13)
p(d i)is the probability of text d i , and i t is comput-

ed by
[ 15]

p(d i)=
|wordset(d i)|

∑
d
i
∈D
|wordset(d i)|

(14)

where wordset(d i) refers to the number of the dif-
ferent features in text d i.However , Eq.(14)only

considers the number of features , so tw o tex ts with

the same feature but dif ferent feature f requencies w ill

be regarded as having the same probability.To over-
come this disadvantage , we redefine p(d i)as:

p(d i)=
wordfreq(d i)

∑
d
i
∈D
wo rdfreq(d i)

(15)

where w ordfreq(d i)refers to the sum of feature f re-

quency of all the features in the tex t d i.

4　Numerical simulation

4.1　Evaluation methods

Precision , recall and F 1 value (general categ o-
rization rate)are the most commonly used test criteria

fo r the categorization results.They reflect the perfor-
mance of categorization methods f rom different per-
spectives.Their formulas are given in w hat follow s.

The precision of the j th text type is

Pj =(lj/mj)×100%, 　j =1 ,2 , …, n (16)

where lj is the number of correct clustered tex ts in

the j th text type , mj the number of tex ts being clus-

tered in the j th tex t type and n the number of class-
es.

The recall of the j th tex t type is

R j =(lj/ nj)×100%, 　j =1 ,2 , …, n (17)

where n j is the real number of tex ts in the j th text

type.

F1 value is the integ ration of precision and re-
call , the F 1 value of the j th tex t type is

F1 =
P j ×R j ×2

P j +R j
(18)

　　Since the categorization system includes many

tex t types , we can compute precision , recall the F1

value[ 16] for each of them and for thei r average ,
namely the micro- and macro-average.In this study ,
the macro-average method is applied.Their fo rmulas

are as follow s:

The macro-precision is

MacroP =
1
n ∑

n

j=1
P j (19)

　　The macro-recall is

MacroR =
1
n ∑

n

j=1
R j (20)

　　The macro-F 1 value is

M acroF 1 =
MacroP ×MacroR ×2
M acroP +MacroP

(21)

4.2　Numerical results

To examine the ef fectiveness of our improved

methods , Rocchio , kNN and SVM methods are used
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as the contex t classifiers , and numerical simulations

are performed.Simulations include the data prepro-
cessing algorithm , the feature selection algorithm and

the computing method for the weight of features de-
veloped in this paper.The benchmark tex t catego-
rization set of Reuters-21578 is selected fo r the exper-
imental data.The data set is taken from the news

texts of Reuters , which are all about economics , with
a total of 21578 texts , under 5 main artificially clus-
tered categories , which are topics , organizations , ex-

changes , places , and people.There are many subcat-
egories in each principal category .The biggest 10 cat-
egories among the total of 135 categories include

10427 samples , and the corresponding dataset is

named Reuters-21578 Top10(Table 1).Since not all

of these 10427 documents have been labeled w ith

class number , only 9980 sui table and ef fective sam-
ples have been selected as our experimental data set.
5 fold cross validation method is applied in our simu-
lation.

Table 1.　The top 10 Reuters-21578 categ ories

Class Earn ACQ MoneyFx G rain Crude T rade Interest Wheat Ship Corn

Document count 3987 2448 801 628 634 551 513 306 305 254

　　To examine the effectiveness of the proposed

method fo r preprocessing of low frequency features ,
we perform all the three methods with our proposed

method and the conventional text f requency method.
Here , the feature select ion algo rithm and the compu-
tational method for the w eight of features are all tak-
en as the o riginal ones , namely using Eq.(1)and

Eq.(8).Fig s.1—3 show comparisons of the three

methods.

Fig.1.　Comparisons of Rocchio.

From Fig.1 , we can see that the Rocchio classi-
f ier takes the maximum accuracy value as 76.8% by

using conventional text f requency method when the

feature f requency threshold is 20;while it takes the

maximum accuracy value as 79.7%by using our pro-
posed method when the threshold is 25.Fig.2 shows

that w ith the conventional method , the maximum ac-
curacy value of kNN classifier is 79.1% when the

threshold is 25 , and w ith the proposed method the

maximum accuracy is 81.5%at threshold 30.Fig.3
shows that w ith the conventional method , the maxi-
mum accuracy value of SVM classifier is 81.9%
when the threshold is 20 , while w ith our proposed

method i t is 83.8% at threshold 25.The results

show that our proposed preprocessing method im-
proves the clustering accuracy as compared wi th the

conventional tex t frequency method.Therefore , fil-
tering the useless low frequency features seems to en-
hance clustering accuracy , while as the threshold val-
ue further increases , the accuracy decreases.

Fig.2.　Comparisons of kNN method.

Fig.3.　Comparisons of SVM method.
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　　Table 2 show s the comparison results fo r the

three methods with dif ferent feature select ion algo-
rithms and computat ional method for the weight of

features.From Table 2 , we can see that when the

improved feature selection algori thm (Eqs.(5),
(6))is applied , the mean values of MacroP , MacroR

and M acroF1 are increased by 0.5%, 0.3% and

0.4%, respectively;when the improved computing

method for the w eight of features(Eq.(9))is ap-
plied , those values are increased by 0.5%, 1.3%,
and 0.9%;while w hen Eqs.(5), (6)and Eq.(9)
are all applied , those values are increased by 6.6%,
6.4% and 6.4%, respectively .Thus , the combina-
tion of the tw o improved methods increases the clus-
tering ef fectiveness signif icantly.

Table 2.　Numerical results o f the original and improved meth-
ods

Algorithms
Eq.(1)+Eq.(8) Eqs.(5),(6)+Eq.(8)

MacroP MacroR MacroF1 MacroP MacroR MacroF1

Rocchio 0.801 0.793 0.797 0.804 0.795 0.799

kNN 0.811 0.820 0.815 0.819 0.824 0.821

SVM 0.841 0.836 0.838 0.845 0.839 0.842

Means 0.818 0.816 0.817 0.823 0.819 0.821

Algorithms
Eq.(1)+Eq.(9) Eqs.(5),(6)+Eq.(9)

MacroP MacroR MacroF1 MacroP MacroR MacroF1

Rocchio 0.810 0.799 0.804 0.839 0.856 0.847

kNN 0.816 0.840 0.828 0.880 0.885 0.882

SVM 0.843 0.848 0.845 0.932 0.899 0.915

Means 0.823 0.829 0.826 0.884 0.880 0.881

5　Conclusions

Focusing on the feature selection and the evalua-
tion of characteristic weights , we have proposed an

improved M I algori thm for feature selection and an

improved t f.idf method fo r the evaluat ion of charac-
teristic weights.To test the ef fectiveness of the pro-
posed methods , the benchmark tex t set , namely

Reuters-21578 Top10 is applied for the text cluster-
ing .The SVM , kNN and Rocchio methods are used

as classif iers fo r comparisons.Numerical results show

that the precision , the rate of recall and the value of

F1 of the proposed method are all bet ter than those of

the original methods , especially w hen the tw o im-
provements are used together.
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